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23 May
Rabobank Groep’s Obvion NV is planning to sell its first green bonds 
backed by mortgages on energy-efficient homes, as it seeks to 
capitalize on investor demand for securities with an environmental 
bent.

The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission is investigating whether 
Deutsche Bank AG inflated the value of securities in its mortgage-
bond trading business and masked losses around 2013, according to 
people with knowledge of the matter.

CF Industries Holdings Inc. rose after the company abandoned its 
$5.4 billion acquisition of rival nitrogen-fertilizer maker OCI NV of 
the Netherlands, the latest deal to fall apart in the face of new U.S. 
guidelines designed to curb so-called tax inversions.

S.F. Express, one of China’s largest delivery companies, is seeking a 
listing in the domestic market through a reverse merger, the latest of 
several logistics companies to use the tactic to sell shares to the public.

24 May
The German lender’s share of the $5.3 trillion-a-day currency market 
tumbled to 7.9 percent, down from 14.5 percent a year earlier, 
according to a Euromoney Institutional Investor Plc survey. The bank 
is the world’s fourth-largest currency trader by market share, sliding 
from second place in Euromoney’s 2015 ranking after holding the top 
position from 2005 to 2013.

Gett Inc., a taxi-ordering application that competes with Uber 
Technologies Inc., raised $300 million in a strategic investment from 
German carmaker Volkswagen AG to fund its growth in Europe and 
New York City.

French police and prosecutors swooped on Google’s Paris offices 
on Tuesday, intensifying a tax-fraud probe amid accusations across 
Europe that the Internet giant fails to pay its fair share.

Singapore’s first-quarter economic growth was faster than the 
government earlier predicted, providing some relief for the trade-
oriented nation as it faces sluggish global demand.

26 May
A borrowing binge by companies globally is poised to make May one 
of the the busiest months ever, thanks to investors who continue to 
devour the relatively juicy yields on corporate debt in a negative-rate 
world.

Borrowing costs for sub-investment grade companies in Europe are 
poised to fall to the lowest since July as the European Central Bank 
prepares to expand its bond-buying program.

Barclays Plc raised severance packages for a second time since it 
asked about 100 equity employees in Tokyo to leave the firm in 
January, people with knowledge of the matter said.

Singapore’s property market may be closer to a bottom than Hong 
Kong, according to LaSalle Investment Management, which oversees 
more than $58 billion in real estate funds.

27 May
A prolonged period of negative interest rates is failing to revive 
investment at Europe’s companies, with the vast majority of businesses 
in the region saying the stimulus measures have had no affect at all on 
their growth plans.

The risk of a British exit from the European Union has the government 
in Denmark, an EU member that hasn’t adopted the euro, preparing 
for the worst.

Oil traded near $50 a barrel as U.S. drilling slowed before OPEC 
delegates meet in Vienna to discuss production policy.

AirAsia Bhd., the region’s biggest discount carrier, got an offer of 
about $1 billion to buy its aircraft-leasing company, amid a surge in 
the business in the continent. The shares gained.

25 May
Brent crude rose above $50 a barrel for the first time in more than six 
months as a drop in U.S. stockpiles accelerated a rebound from a 12-
year low after global disruptions trimmed the market’s glut.

The IMF sought to maintain leverage in Greek debt talks after the 
lender retreated from a key demand and agreed to work on a new 
loan to the country to support its latest bailout accord with Europe.

Coca-Cola Co. is bringing in a Mexican partner to handle bottling in 
parts of the U.S. as the beverage giant boosts its reliance on franchise 
operators to make and distribute its drinks.

Singapore Exchange Ltd. is seeking to capture a larger slice of 
secondary trading of foreign-currency bonds from Asian issuers to 
augment revenue as it endures a multi-year slump in initial public 
offerings.
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